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Abstract

We propose an end-to-end inverse rendering pipeline

called SupeRVol that allows us to recover 3D shape and

material parameters from a set of color images in a super-

resolution manner. To this end, we represent both the bidi-

rectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) and the

signed distance function (SDF) by multi-layer perceptrons.

In order to obtain both the surface shape and its reflectance

properties, we revert to a differentiable volume renderer

with a physically based illumination model that allows us

to decouple reflectance and lighting. This physical model

takes into account the effect of the camera’s point spread

function thereby enabling a reconstruction of shape and

material in a super-resolution quality. Experimental vali-

dation confirms that SupeRVol achieves state of the art per-

formance in terms of inverse rendering quality. It generates

reconstructions that are sharper than the individual input

images, making this method ideally suited for 3D modeling

from low-resolution imagery.

1. Introduction

The reconstruction of 3D shape and appearance is among

the classical challenges in computer vision. While we

have witnessed significant progress on this task with suit-

ably designed neural representations, the resulting recon-

structions of shape and appearance are typically limited by

the resolution of the input images where high-quality mod-

els invariably require high-resolution input images. At the

same time, the concept of super-resolution modeling has

been studied intensively in classical variational optimiza-

tion approaches. The aim of this work is to bring both of

these developments together and introduce super resolution

modeling into neural differentiable volume rendering ap-

proaches in order to allow high-resolution reconstructions

of 3D shape and reflectance even from low-resolution input

images – see Figure 1 for high quality geometry and super-

resolution image reconstruction on two real-world datasets.

More specifically, we consider a setting where we cap-
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Figure 1. Given a set of low-resolution input images (left column),

SupeRVol recovers the geometry (top) and the material properties

(full reconstruction at the bottom). The combination of a realis-

tic physical camera model with inverse volumetric rendering gives

rise to reconstructions that are more crisp than competing ones and

even sharper than the input images.

ture images of an opaque non-metallic object from various

viewpoints. The so called photometric images are illumi-

nated only from a white point light source co-located with

the camera. We want to separately recover geometry and

different components of an isotropic BRDF. Note that due

to the nature of the setup, we can only reconstruct the slice

of the BRDF for which illumination direction is equal to

viewing direction. The images are assumed to be calibrated,

i.e. camera ex- and intrinsics are given or precomputed us-

ing e.g. COLMAP [45], which largely follows the works

of [30, 67, 68].



In detail, our contributions are as follows:

• Given a set of photometric images, we put forward an

end-to-end inverse rendering approach for jointly esti-

mating high quality shape of arbitrary topology and its

corresponding reflectance properties.

• Within the image formation model, we explicitly pa-

rameterize the degradation process induced by the

camera’s sensor via modeling its point spread function,

allowing us to estimate super-resolved shape and ma-

terial properties.

• In numerous experiments, we validate that the pro-

posed method gives rise to state-of-the-art reconstruc-

tions of shape and reflectance. In particular, the re-

constructed objects are significantly more detailed and

sharper than the individual input images.

2. Related Work

In the following we recall neural inverse rendering and

view synthesis as well as super-resolution approaches for

3D reconstruction.

2.1. Neural Inverse Rendering and View Synthesis

Neural approaches for inverse rendering [21, 22, 31, 46,

49–51,71] and novel view synthesis [9,16,24,26,30,39,42,

48, 59] have gained a lot of attention over the recent years.

Their expressivity within a lightweight architecture such as

a multilayer perceptron (MLP) form a great basis for these

complex tasks [25,29,30,41,55,64,69]. However, those ap-

proaches can only recover geometry of reduced quality due

to their underlying volume rendering based on the scene’s

density. In contrast, surface rendering approaches [34, 63]

perform better when estimating geometry, but require mask

supervision and can still get stuck at unsatisfactory local

minima with severe geometry artefacts, which limits their

usage to relatively simple objects. To get the best out of

both worlds, [37, 56, 62] express the underlying shape im-

plicitly via occupancy fields [37] or SDFs [56,62]. [62] even

provide a sampling procedure of the volume integral to the-

oretically upper bound the opacity error, which is a missing

desired property in [37,56]. While [37,56,62] allow to reli-

ably reconstruct accurate geometry of complex scenes with-

out mask supervision, these approaches lack the important

ability to estimate other scene properties such as reflectance.

Oftentimes it is desired to recover the object’s BRDF

properties along with the geometry, as this allows for re-

lighting the scene under novel illumination. While some

works focus on relighting based on static, unknown illumi-

nation of the scene [4,47,68,70], others enforce a change of

illumination [3, 27, 32, 67] by resorting to photometric im-

ages. In particular, this leads to a well-posed optimization

problem of the underlying scene properties [5].

Density based volume rendering approaches such as [3,

4,47,70] also estimate material parameters, but they inherit

the same limitations as [30]: inaccurate geometry and the

fact that the object’s material parameters are not properly

defined on the surface, but everywhere in the volume. This

severely limits the editing capability, and a volume render-

ing step has to be used during inference, making it unus-

able in common graphics pipelines. [27,32] are mesh-based

classical inverse rendering approaches and require masks

and a good initialization of the geometry, causing their con-

vergence to be fragile, as mesh-based optimization is in-

herently non-differentiable at depth discontinuities and dif-

ficult to handle if topological changes or self-intersections

arise. More recently, [67] proposed an inverse rendering ap-

proach which eliminates the disadvantages of mesh-based

approaches to some extent due to the use of a neural SDF

representation and an edge-aware surface renderer. How-

ever, the weak convergence properties of surface rendering

made them resort to a two-step approach, where the first

step consists of a volume rendering step [56] which is used

to initialize the second step based on surface rendering.

Compared to prior works using photometric images, our

approach is based solely on volume rendering using SDFs,

causing reliable geometry and reflectance reconstruction

without resorting to other rendering techniques such as sur-

face rendering, thus avoiding a multi-step pipeline. Ad-

ditionally, thanks to our novel problem formulation our

method is still applicable for standard graphics pipelines,

as a mesh and each surface point’s reflectance property can

be easily recovered. Next we discuss the state-of-the-art in

super-resolution for 3D reconstruction and how we leverage

that to further improve our methodology.

2.2. SuperResolution for 3D Reconstruction

The problem of super-resolution (SR) has been exten-

sively studied in the past [1, 33, 38, 52, 53, 58, 61, 65].

Different problem statements of SR lead to different ap-

proaches, e.g. the case of single image SR [10,17,36], video

SR [6, 7, 18], or depth SR [14, 43, 44, 54, 60]. Given that we

are interested in a 3D reconstruction of the scene from a set

of photometric images, we do not perform SR in 2D im-

age space, but in 3D scene space [11, 28, 55]. [55] are able

to synthesize images of higher resolution than the individ-

ual input images by resorting to supersampling, i.e. a low-

resolution pixel is sampled at each super-resolution pixel’s

center, allowing for a denser sampled radiance field. [11,28]

are classical approaches optimizing SR geometry and tex-

tures. While [28] integrate low-resolution depth and color

from and RGB-D sensor into SR keyframes and fuse these

keyframes into a texture map, [11] describe their SR pro-

cess using a convolution with a Gaussian kernel. This is a

well motivated image formation model of a camera sensor

element and straightforward to carry out as they work in a



discrete pixel grid. However, this not easily applicable in a

continuous case, i.e. when using neural networks to implic-

itly express shape and reflectance. While [11, 28, 55] share

the benefit of increasing the input resolution of the individ-

ual input images to result in a sharper, high detailed output,

they all lack the possibility of representing the scene’s in-

trinsic properties, i.e. shape and material. Either the full

scene is represented in a neural network [55] or the es-

timated textures consist of lighting cues baked in to the

reflectance properties, making faithful relighting impossi-

ble [11, 28].

Contrary to the existing SR works mentioned here, we

mathematically formulate the camera’s image formation

process in the continuous case leading to a principled sam-

pling heuristic applicable for neural approaches which al-

lows us to invert the camera’s image formation model re-

sulting in reconstructions beyond the input in terms of res-

olution and quality. Additionally, our model can recover

super-resolved geometry and BRDF parameters, free from

baked in lighting cues, allowing faithful photorealistic re-

constructions with full control over the scene’s properties.

3. Preliminaries: VolSDF

VolSDF [62] leverages volume rendering similarly to

NeRF [30], however aims at overcoming certain limitations

of NeRF by decoupling geometric representation and ap-

pearance. To this end, VolSDF models the scene geometry

within a volume Ω ⊂ R
3 by means of a density σ : Ω →

R≥0, which is related to its signed distance function (SDF)

d : Ω → R by the transformation

σ(x) = αΨβ(−d(x)). (1)

Here, Ψβ is the Cumulative Distribution Function of the

Laplace distribution with zero mean and scale β, and

both α, β > 0 are learnable parameters. Given this param-

eterization of the density in terms of the underlying SDF,

we can set up the volume rendering equation to obtain irra-

diance Lp at a pixel p ∈ R
2 within the image of a camera

located at c ∈ R
3. Let v ∈ S

2 be the viewing direction

from c through p, then

Lp =

∫ ∞

0

w(t)L(x(t),n(t),v) dt, (2)

where we integrate along the ray x(t) = c + tv, t ∈ R.

The weights w(t) form a probability distribution along the

ray [62], and are given by

w(t) = σ(x(t)) exp

(

−

∫ t

0

σ(x(s)) ds

)

. (3)

Finally, L : Ω× S
2 × S

2 → R
3 is the radiance field, which

depends on location, normal and viewing direction. Since
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Figure 2. Geometric reconstruction using our approach based on

two different rendering strategies. Surface based rendering [63]

gets easily stuck in bad local minima with less detail (hair on neck)

and undesirable artifacts (cheek). Our approach based on volume

rendering [62] does not suffer from these issues, resulting in highly

detailed reconstructions.

positive values of d inside the surface are assumed, the nor-

mal vector is obtained as n = ∇d/ ∥∇d∥. In practice,

the integral (2) is being approximated using the well-known

quadrature rule at a discrete set of samples t1 < t2 < · · · <
tm for each pixel,

Lp ≈

m−1
∑

i=1

(ti+1 − ti)w(ti)L(x(ti),n(ti),v). (4)

Note that the integral in (3) to compute w(ti) is accu-

mulated in a similar way while iteratively computing the

sum (4). VolSDF represents the scene using two separate

MLPs, one is used to describe the SDF, dϕ and a global

geometry feature map zϕ : Ω → R
256, while a second

MLP is used to describe the radiance Lψ , both with their

corresponding learnable network parameters ϕ, ψ. Addi-

tionally to its stable convergence compared to surface ren-

dering approaches [34, 63], cp. Figure 2, VolSDF satisfies

a the theoretical guarantee to upper bound the opacity er-

ror compared to similar approaches [37, 56]. Specifically,

after convergence the rendered image showing the geome-

try of the SDF using a volume renderer is almost indistin-

guishable from the same rendered image based on a surface

renderer using e.g. a sphere tracing algorithm [15]. This ob-

servation was shown in [37] and has the consequence that

the object can be rendered using standard surface renderer

frameworks [23,35,66], as well as an appearance defined on

the object’s surface, despite being learned as a volumetric

quantity. Nevertheless, VolSDF is unable to recover the re-

flectance properties, since both the material and lighting are

baked into the radiance network. Hence, the reconstructed



3D model can only be rendered with the same material un-

der the same static illumination. In the next section, we

show how we extend VolSDF to enable joint estimation of

shape and material, which allows material editing and view

synthesis under novel lighting conditions using a traditional

graphics pipeline for surface rendering.

4. Method

We will first show how to decouple appearance into re-

flectance and lighting, which allows to estimate a high qual-

ity material in addition to the shape. Following this, we will

extend this into a novel framework for super-resolved shape

and BRDF estimation to allow rendering of novel views

with more detail than the individual input images.

4.1. Radiance field with explicit BRDF model

We express the radiance field L(x,n,v) in (2) in terms

of the BRDF and lighting using the rendering equation [19]

L(x,n,v) =

∫

Hn

Li(x,ω)fr(x,n,v,ω)(ω · n) dω (5)

where Hn ⊂ S
2 is the half-sphere in direction n, Li(x,ω)

denotes the radiance incoming at x from direction ω, and fr

the spatially varying BRDF (SVBRDF). Since we assume

an achromatic point light source co-located with the camera

center c, (5) simplifies to

L(x,n,v) =
L0

∥x− c∥
2
fr(x,n,v,v)(v · n), (6)

where L0 corresponds to the scalar light intensity. We use

use the simplified Disney BRDF [20], as this provides a

compact model expressive enough to represent a wide va-

riety of materials, which was successfully used in several

prior works [27, 68]. Here, the SVBRDF is parametrized

with a diffuse RGB albedo ρ : Ω → R
3
≥0

, a roughness

αr : Ω → R+ and a specular albedo αs : Ω → [0, 1].
We implement these three components using two MLPs.

The first MLP ρ(x; γ1) is used to compute the diffuse

component of the BRDF at a point x, the second MLP

α(x; γ2) = (αs(x; γ2), αr(x; γ2)) computes the respective

specular components. The combined network parameters

for BRDF are denoted with γ = (γ1, γ2). As mentioned

earlier, we model the geometry using a third MLP d(x; θ)
for the SDF with its own network parameters θ. Note that

we do not incorporate a global geometric feature map into

our framework. The main motivation behind such a map

is for the radiance field L to account for indirect light-

ing and self-shadows. We follow the spirit of multiple

works [3,13,27,32,67] showing that satisfactory results can

be achieved without modeling indirect lighting explicitly,

furthermore we can successfully treat these effects as out-

liers thanks to the robust L1-norm in (10). On the other

hand, self-shadows are not present in our captures anyway,

due to our co-located camera-light setup.

In order perform inverse rendering, we train our neural

networks from the available input images. For comparing

the images to the rendered image in the loss function, we

model the physical camera capturing process in the next

section and show how this leads to a super-resolved recon-

struction of the scene.

4.2. Superresolution image formation model

As common in many volume rendering based ap-

proaches [30,56,62], it is assumed that the image brightness

at a given pixel corresponds exactly to the accumulated ra-

diance of the volume rendering (2),

Ip = Lp(θ, γ). (7)

As described in [55], even if a framework can render novel

views at any resolution during inference, the performance

will significantly decrease when the inference resolution be-

comes larger than the one of the input images. Indeed, dur-

ing training, the networks are sampled exactly at the pixel

locations of the training images, which means that there is

no training data for points of the surface whose projections

do not coincide with these locations. Thanks to the inter-

polation property of neural networks, we can usually still

compute a reasonable value for the points which were not

seen during training, in particular since they are typically in

between points which have been trained. However, the sam-

pling rate of the input images band-limits the components

of the reconstructed SDF and BRDF, and higher frequency

details are not magically generated if one only renders at

higher resolution.

In order to restore higher frequency content, we can ex-

ploit that the camera capturing process does not only sample

the exact centers of the pixels. Instead, a camera performs

an integration over a subset of incoming rays which can

be modeled by the so-called point spread function (PSF).

In essence, it describes blur during the capturing process,

for example caused by integration across a sensor element,

diffraction, lens aberrations, or objects being not perfectly

in focus [8]. This intrinsic blur can actually be beneficial

to avoid aliasing on the captured low resolution images, as

it reduces high-frequency content in the captured scene, but

leads to unavoidable loss of detail.

Taking this physical process into account, we follow

[2, 11] and consider the effect of the PSF in our image for-

mation model. Thus, generalizing (7), we convolve the ac-

cumulated radiance with the PSF kernel in order to obtain

image irradiance,

Ip = (L(θ, γ) ∗ PSF)(p) =

∫

R2

Lp−q(θ, γ) PSF(q) dq.

(8)
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Figure 3. Visualization of standard sampling strategies [30,62,67,

68], compared to our sampling strategy for a scaling factor of 4

in a 3 × 3 LR grid. Considering the low-resolution pixel in the

center, a trivial Dirac kernel (bottom-left) leads to an evaluation

of the network at a single (red) point (top-left). Our principled

approach with a Gaussian kernel with standard deviation of half a

low-resolution pixel’s side length (bottom-right) naturally leads to

a much denser sampling (top-right) at multiple (blue) points within

a squared region (blue square) allowing for a much denser sampled

network optimization.

For the special case that the PSF is a Dirac delta distribution,

one arrives at the original model (7), so this is indeed a gen-

eralization. In practice, we assume that the PSF is a Gaus-

sian distribution, as [40] have shown the validity of such an

approximation, and [11] successfully used it to achieve tex-

ture super-resolution. In our experiments, we choose half

the size of a pixel in the low-resolution input images as the

standard deviation. For computational efficiency, we ap-

proximate the convolution in (8) by Monte Carlo integration

Ip ≈
1

∑Ns

k=1
PSF(qk)

Ns
∑

k=1

Lp−qk(θ, γ) PSF(qk), (9)

where (qk)k=1...Ns
are uniform samples within a square

with a radius of three standard deviations of the PSF. Note

that the formula is slightly different from the usual form to

make sure we always obtain a weighted average of the radi-

ance samples. In the limit, it also converges to the value of

the integral. See Figure 3 for a comparison of the sampling

process based on a Dirac kernel and a Gaussian kernel.

4.3. Final training objective

Our final objective consists of three terms. The first term

ERGB is the data term, ensuring that the rendered images fit

the input images,

ERGB(θ, γ) =
∑

p

∥Ip − (L(θ, γ) ∗ PSF) (p)∥
1
. (10)

Note that we use an L1-norm to improve robustness against

outliers. The second term is the Eikonal term Eeik, which

encourages d(x; θ) to approximate an SDF [12],

Eeik(θ) =
∑

x

(∥∇xd(x; θ)∥ − 1)2. (11)

Finally, we largely follow [56] and introduce an optional

mask loss Emask(θ), allowing to impose silhouette consis-

tency,

Emask(θ) =
∑

p

BCE(Mp,Wp(θ)), (12)

where Mp is the given binary mask value at the pixel p,

Wp(θ) =
∑m−1

i=1
w(ti; θ) is the sum of the weights at the

sampling locations ti used in (4), and BCE is the binary

cross entropy loss [56]. We would like to emphasize that the

only aim of the mask loss is to reduce computation time as

it allows us to use more samples per pixel inside the mask,

and one single sample per pixel outside. Additionally, if the

mask loss is used, we also truncate the volume rendering

integral (2) to the unit sphere, as the background is already

modeled by the mask loss, further reducing the computa-

tional requirements. If the mask loss is not used, we use

an inverse sphere parameterization for the background [69].

Both use cases are directly inspired from [56].

The final loss becomes the sum of the three terms with

additional weighting parameters λ1, λ2 > 0,

E(θ, γ) = ERGB(θ, γ) + λ1Eeik(θ) + λ2Emask(θ). (13)

This loss function can in principle be used to estimate a

super-resolved geometry and BRDF with one single train-

ing pass. However, since the full super-resolution model

is computationally expensive, we first run an initialization

pass with a Dirac kernel for the PSF and without the mask

loss. Indeed, in Section 5 we show that this super-resolution

free approach already retrieves state of the art results even

without mask supervision. After that, we have accurate sil-

houettes from projecting the estimated geometry into the in-

put images, and can significantly decrease computation time

by optimizing sampling as described above. Furthermore,

convergence of the full super-resolution model is acceler-

ated since we already start from a reasonable initialization

of the scene.

5. Results

We evaluate our framework SupeRVol on both synthetic

and real world data. To this end, we create a synthetic

dataset which consists of a combination of two geometries

and two materials, designated in the following as dog1,

dog2, girl1 and girl2. Each of them is rendered from 60 dif-

ferent viewpoints for training, and 30 other viewpoints for

testing. Our real-world dataset consist of two scans: bird,

which we captured ourselves, and pony from [3]. From

these, we consider around 40 images for training and 20

images for testing.

Evaluation We consider an ablation study that we name

”noSR”, which consists of our framework SupeRVol but

with a Dirac kernel instead of a Gaussian kernel, and we



↑PSNR ↑SSIM [57] ↓MAE

[67] noSR [67] noSR [67] noSR

dog1 30.0679 34.8402 0.9206 0.9621 4.9260 2.7450

dog2 34.5610 40.7402 0.9687 0.9896 5.1275 2.2630

girl1 26.3303 30.1571 0.8273 0.9035 11.3727 7.5240

girl2 30.7529 33.2499 0.9200 0.9501 10.9356 7.6443

pony 25.3269 27.9048 0.9046 0.9271 × ×
bird 35.9431 39.6761 0.9673 0.9811 × ×

Table 1. PSNR, SSIM [57] and MAE for the entire dataset using

high resolution input for training. In this scenario, our simplified

approach noSR (with a Dirac kernel) clearly outperforms IRON

[67] quantitatively in terms of reconstruction quality and rendering

from novel collocated viewpoints unseen during training.

evaluate both noSR and SupeRVol together with IRON [67].

IRON has demonstrated state of the art performance for in-

verse rendering with photometric images, significantly out-

performing prior work [3, 27] for which no open-source

code is available online. Further, we consider two comple-

mentary scenarios. In high resolution training, we use the

original (high resolution) images of the scans for both train-

ing and testing, while in low resolution training, we down-

sample the resolution of the training images of the scans by

a factor of 16 (four in each direction) to mimic the effect of

a low-resolution image capture, and then test on the original

test images.

The first scenario is typically considered in inverse ren-

dering works, and allows to assess the quality of our differ-

entiable volume renderer with explicit BRDF model. Since

both training and testing resolutions are the same in this

case, we only compare noSR against IRON. For the second

scenario, we include SupeRVol in the comparison, allowing

to measure the impact of modeling the PSF correctly.

High resolution training As can be seen in Table 1, noSR

is quantitatively superior to IRON [67] for both the geomet-

ric and rendering quality. This is further confirmed qualita-

tively in Figure 5, where noSR demonstrates more faithful

novel-view synthesis and extraction of the diffuse albedo.

Moreover, as shown in Figure 4, noSR not only yields much

more detailed shape reconstruction in convex parts of the

objects, but is also more reliable in highly concave parts

where IRON [67] as a surface rendering based approach

can fail badly. This further exhibits the advantage of using

volume rendering instead of surface rendering for a better

convergence, as previously noted in [56, 62] and shown in

Figure 2. Our evaluation reveals a better inverse rendering

performance when using our differentiable volume renderer

with explicit BRDF model on high resolution images even

without properly modeling the PSF.

Low resolution training Table 2 and Figure 6 demon-

strate both quantitatively and qualitatively the effectiveness

Real Image IRON [67] SupeRVol

Figure 4. Visualization of the estimated geometry for bird and

pony. IRON [67] produces significant artifacts at highly concave

parts. Instead, with its inverse volume rendering, SupeRVol pro-

duces sharp reconstructions also in concave parts of the objects.

of correct PSF modeling, where our framework SupeRVol

outperforms both IRON [67] and noSR by a large margin.

Its results show some details that are barely visible in the

individual low resolution images and not properly recon-

sutrcted by the baselines. Furthermore, as shown in Fig-

ure 7, the refinement induced by a correct PSF is not lim-

ited to an increased quality of the reflectance properties, but

also has a significant impact on the geometry, which also

exhibits some details that are difficult to see at low resolu-

tion level, and at most partially recovered by the baseline.

6. Conclusion

We propose to enhance suitable neural representations

of shape and material parameters with a physical model of

the camera that includes the blurring and down-sampling

due to the point spread function. This leads to a neural ap-

proach for recovering shape, albedo and material properties

at a resolution that is superior to that of baseline methods

and even superior to that of the input images. We carefully

motivate the choice of representation including the use of

volume rendering over surface rendering and propose an ef-

ficient stochastic sampling scheme for modeling the effect

of the point spread function. In qualitative and quantitative

studies we demonstrate that the proposed approach outper-

forms the state-of-the-art and offers a method for high res-

olution 3D modeling of shape and appearance even from

low-resolution input imagery.



↑PSNR ↑SSIM [57] ↓MAE

[67] noSR SupeRVol [67] noSR SupeRVol [67] noSR SupeRVol

dog1 27.2709 26.4248 30.8294 0.8479 0.8009 0.9044 7.5236 7.0298 3.7200

dog2 33.0804 31.8909 36.6108 0.9464 0.9340 0.9714 6.2129 6.4644 3.4278

girl1 25.2395 25.3415 28.2158 0.7608 0.7285 0.8321 12.6137 11.7080 8.1311

girl2 29.6516 29.3375 31.9680 0.8982 0.8928 0.9337 12.1136 11.4512 8.0102

pony 23.2020 25.3444 27.3337 0.8696 0.8874 0.9158 × × ×
bird 36.9323 37.2389 38.8745 0.9696 0.9693 0.9744 × × ×

Table 2. PSNR, SSIM [57] and MAE for the entire dataset using low resolution input for training. SupeRVol is ahead by a significant margin

for both reconstruction quality and rendering from novel collocated viewpoints, achieving even slightly higher scores than IRON [67]

trained on high resolution input (see Table 1).

IRON [67] noSR

real image rendering diffuse albedo rendering diffuse albedo
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Figure 5. Qualitative comparison of the rendering under novel viewpoints with co-located light source as well as the estimated diffuse

albedo when training is performed on high resolution input. Our simplified approach allows a higher quality extraction of the diffuse

albedo, which exhibits almost no shading in comparison to the baseline, and contains a significantly higher amount of details.
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Figure 6. Qualitative comparison of the rendering under novel viewpoints with co-located light source when training is performed on low

resolution input. The rendering obtained with our complete SupeRVol model is much sharper, with some details that are even lost by the

baseline.

HR LR IRON [67] noSR SupeRVol

Figure 7. Geometry for the dataset girl1 obtained with low resolution training. HR and LR denote high and low resolution visualizations

of the ground truth geometry, respectively. As can be seen in the figure, our framework allows to obtain a significantly more detailed

reconstruction than IRON [67] even when trained on low resolution images, and the results are further improved in the super-resolution

reconstruction, which contains some details which are barely visible in the low resolution visualization.
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